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Abstract The proposed use of Asynchronous Trans-
fer Mode (ATM) in B-ISDNs necessitates fast packet
switches (FPS) capable of providing adequate quality
of service (QoS). The Knockout switch is an FPS with
low delay and cell loss at the switch level. However, the
performance perceived by a speci�c input is not simple
to determine, since the often computed cell loss prob-
ability (CLP) is a time averaged value obtained with
respect to the switch. An analysis of the distribution
of consecutive cell losses seen at a tagged port would
be more useful. In this paper, we examine this distri-
bution under a wide range of tra�c burstiness for the
Knockout switch using Markov processes generated au-
tomatically from a stochastic activity network (SAN)
representation. The results provide useful information
on the performance at a speci�c input, as well as illus-
trate the usefulness of SANs in modeling and analyzing
telecommunication switch designs.
Keywords: Asynchronous transfer mode, Broad-

band ISDN, Cell loss probability, Distribution of con-
secutive cell loss, Fast packet switch, Stochastic activity
networks, Stochastic Petri nets.

1 Introduction
ATM-based B-ISDNs necessitate fast packet switches

(FPS) capable of providing acceptable Quality of Serive
(QoS) to the wide range of services that they are ex-
pected to support. Research in the FPS arena [1]
has resulted in a variety of switch architectures. The
Knockout switch [15] is an FPS with low delay and cell
loss probabilities (CLP) under uniformly-routed steady-
input tra�c. Other studies on the Knockout architec-
ture include: (a) analysis with variable length pack-
ets and uniform routing in [3], (b) analysis with non-
uniform routing in [16], and (c) simulation and imple-
mentation of a prioritized Knockout switch in [4].

Both [3] and [16] consider i.i.d. Bernoulli inputs to
the switch, which is not appropriate in B-ISDNs, where
the tra�c is bursty. The authors in [4] considered
bursty tra�c, but since simulation was used, they were
limited to small speci�c concentrator sizes and high er-

ror rates to avoid extremely long simulation times. Fur-
ther, all prior work on the Knockout switch has concen-
trated on the overall switch CLP averaged over time.
However, the manner in which cells are lost is impor-
tant, especially to certain applications (for eg., recur-
sively encoded video streams fed to a video port). Some
work on loss bunching has been done for simple queues
[2, 9, 10, 13, 14], but none on the distribution of con-
secutive cell loss at a particular port and with respect
to a speci�c FPS architecture.

This paper speci�cally address this issue and analyti-
cally examines the distribution of consecutive cell losses
for a tagged port and the switch CLP of the Knockout
mechanism with a wide range of bursty tra�c. While
examining consecutive cell losses, we present results for
the fraction of loss bursts of length k, where k is a pa-
rameter and a loss burst of length k implies consecu-
tive loss of k cells. We use stochastic activity networks
(SANs) [8] to model the switch and workload. SANs,
a variant of stochastic Petri nets, allow the represen-
tation of alternative switch designs and workloads in
a compact manner, and automatic construction of an
underlying stochastic process representation that can
be solved numerically. We use UltraSAN [12], a SAN-
based modeling and analysis tool, to generate and solve
the required Markov process. The resulting stochastic
processes are on the order of tens of thousands states
and are solved easily on a typical workstation. The re-
sults are signi�cant in that they provide useful informa-
tion to the switch/network designer, as well as illustrate
that SANs provide a useful framework for evaluating
telecommunication switch designs.

2 Switch and workload models
The Knockout switch (see [15] for description) is

modeled by obtaining the precise sequence of events
that occur upon service completion (SC) for each cell.
Let n represent a time at which we make a discarding
decision, and N the number of input and output ports.
Since the ports operate synchronously, and service is
non pre-emptive with �xed and deterministic times at
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which discarding decisions are made, the sequence of
events at each output port is: (a) the (n-1)th SC oc-
curs marked by removing the cell in service during the
(n-1)th SI. (b) high speed discarding (Knockout) deci-
sion performed in negligible time. (c) newly admitted
cells join the output queue, and (d) the nth SI begins,
representing the service time for the cell at the head of
the output queue.

Since there is no sharing between output queues in
the Knockout switch, we may restrict our attention to a
single output port. In particular, let the state of the sys-
tem in the nth service interval be Xn = (Tn; Dn;Mn),
where: (a) Tn is the number of cell arrivals to the
given output port, (b) Dn is the number of cells dis-
carded and (c) Mn is the number of cells remaining in
the output queue in the nth SI. Further, as the system
is viewed at discrete time intervals and the next state
Xn+1 depends only upon the current state Xn, the pro-
cess fXn j n 2 INg is a discrete-time Markov chain
(DTMC).

De�ning the cell loss probability at time n (CLPn)
as the fraction of the number of arriving cells discarded,
we have

CLPn = E[Dn]=E[Tn] (1)

where E[�] denotes the expectation. These expecta-
tions are obtained by solving for the state occupancy

probabilities �
(n)
i;j;k, where �

(n)
i;j;k denotes the probabil-

ity that the system is in state Xn = (i; j; k) at time
n. The denominator in (1) is the tra�c intensity �.
Further, since the DTMC is �nite state, irreducible,
aperiodic and time homogeneous, the limiting proba-
bilities exist and are independent of initial state. Thus,

�i;j;k = limn!1 �
(n)
i;j;k and (1) becomes

CLP =

P
i;j;k j �i;j;k

�
: (2)

Equation (2) gives the limiting CLP as seen by the
switch.

To calculate the loss seen at a particular port, addi-
tional states are required to tag the port. This is done
by augmenting the state description of the system to
include contributions from the tagged port. Using su-
perscript t to denote the tagged port, the state of the
system in the nth SI is Xt

n, which has Dt
n and T t

n in ad-
dition to Tn; Dn and Mn in its state description. From
this we have (similar to (1)),

CLP t
n = E[Dt

n]=E[T
t
n]: (3)

As before, when the limiting probabilities exist,
CLP t is calculated similar to that done in (2), with
the denominator now being �t, and the numerator be-
ing only those cells discarded from the tagged stream.

Regarding the workload model, due to the bursty
nature of tra�c in a B-ISDN, we employ a two-state
MMPP as in Figure 1 to account for clusters of cell ar-
rivals. Many bursty tra�c models exist, including the
2-state [6, 7] and 3-state [11] models . However, as our
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Figure 1: Bursty tra�c model

goal is to analyze switch robustness and sensitivity to
burstiness rather than study a particular tra�c model,
we use the 2-state model [6, 7]. In Figure 1, states 0 and
1 denote idle and active states, respectively. While ac-
tive, a cell is emitted with probability q, and while idle
no cell arrives. The holding time in the two states is
geometrically distributed, and the transition probabil-
ities within and between states are as shown in Figure
1.

The average time spent in an active period Eactive

(ON time) in cell times is

Eactive =
1

p10
: (4)

Since arrivals occur with probability q only during
active periods, the average o�ered load � is

� =
p01

p01 + p10
� q: (5)

To characterize bursty tra�c, we use the average
burst size (BS) and activity factor (AF) as in [6, 7].
De�ning the AF as the fraction of time the workload is
active, we have

AF =
Eactive

Eactive +Eidle

=
p01

p01 + p10
; (6)

and the average burst size is

BS = Eactive � q =
1

p10
� q: (7)

The e�ect of bursty tra�c is studied by varying the
burst size (BS), activity factor (AF) and cell emission
probability (q). Thus (6),(7) and (8) help in selecting
the appropriate Markov chain parameters while ana-
lyzing CLP and consecutive cell loss distribution with
bursty inputs.

3 SAN Representation
Given the above description, we can construct a

stochastic activity network (SAN) representation of the
switch [8].

A SAN representation for the workload is given in
Figure 2 while that for the switch is shown in Figure
3. SANs, a variant of stochastic Petri nets, consist of
four primitives: places, activities, input gates and out-
put gates. Places, represented by circles, represent the
\state" of the modeled system and may contain tokens.
Activities (\transitions" in Petri net terminology) rep-
resent actions of the modeled system, and are of two
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Figure 2: SAN model for bursty workload and a tagged
port

types: (a) Timed and (b) Instantaneous. Timed activ-
ities (denoted by hollow vertical bars) have durations
which impact the performance of the modeled system.
For eg., the service of an ATM cell, represented by ser-
vice in Figure 3. Instantaneous activities (denoted by a
thick vertical bar) represent actions that complete in a
negligible amount of time compared to other activities
in a system. For eg., admit inp in Figure 3 represents
high speed hardware switching and routing within the
FPS.

Case probabilities, represented as small circles on the
right side of an activity, represent uncertainty associ-
ated with the completion of an activity, with each case
representing a possible outcome. For eg., idle transf t
in Figure 2 has two cases. Input gates are used to en-
able activities, while both input and output gates help
change the state of the system. In Figure 2, trig inp
and admit inp are examples of input and output gates,
respectively.

In Figure 2, the upper portion represents the work-
load for a tagged input while the lower portion denotes
the remaining (N-1) inputs. Places idle and active rep-
resent the silent and active spurts of the input. Ac-
tivities idle transf and active transf together with their
four cases represent the transition probabilities between
these two states, i.e., p00, p01, p10 and p11. If an input
is active, check cell is enabled to determine the presence
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Figure 3: SAN model for switch

(with probability q) or absence (with probability (1�q))
of a cell. In the former case, inpport is incremented.

A similar explanation holds for the upper half of Fig-
ure 2, with the activity, place and gate names now hav-
ing an \ t" to represent the tagged input. The tagged
case however has a few extra SAN primitives. Ac-
tivity active disc t with its two cases and enabled by
ig active t represents the probability of either losing or
not losing a tagged cell given that the tagged input
had a cell over the current SI. The probability that
the tagged cell is discarded is assumed to be equally
likely with respect to all other cells. Output gates og c1
and og c2 then either increment or reset lost t, which
represents consecutive losses for the tagged input, and
inpport t is incremented if the tagged cell is not lost.
If the tagged input had no cell over the SI, ig idle t
enables idle disc t and resets lost t.

Figure 3 represents the switch portion of the SAN.
Input gate trig inp and activity admit inp implement
the discarding decisions at the concentrator and output
bu�er. After the inputs have all been examined, trig inp
enables admit inp and performs the knockout algorithm
by doing the following: (a) If the number of arrivals
stored in this int exceeds L, tdisc which represents the
cells lost at the concentrator is updated, else it is set to
zero. (b) Following this, opque loss is incremented if the
cells passing the concentrator do not have space at the
output queue, else is set to zero. Timed activity service
represents the �xed time required to serve an ATM cell.
Output gate replace, which executes upon every service
completion, removes the cell that was in service, clears
this int, tdisc and opque loss and triggers the workload
for next SI by placing a token in state t.

4 Model Solution and Discussion of Re-

sults
Model analysis with UltraSAN involves the construc-

tion and solution of the continuous time Markov pro-
cess (CTMP) of the corresponding SAN. The switch
model discussed in Sections 2 and 3 was represented
by a DTMC. However, the steady-state solution of a
DTMC with a single timed (deterministic) activity with
time t and probability matrix P is equivalent to the so-
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Figure 4: E�ect of concentrator size on CLP with
steady tra�c

lution of the CTMP with rate matrix A and a single
exponential activity given by the relation P = A � t+ I.
This equivalence allows us to use UltraSAN to gener-
ate the corresponding Markov process. Once generated,
the steady state probability distribution vector is de-
termined numerically using successive over-relaxation
(SOR), stopping the algorithm when the di�erence be-
tween the most recent and previous iteration is less than
10�9. This is then used to determine the CLP and dis-
tribution of consecutive cell losses.

Based on the relative mix of (a) the number and type
of applications multiplexed (b) the port speed, and (c)
the aggregate load as seen at a port, the overall tra�c
to a port may have AFs ranging from very low (peaked)
to large (smoothed) values. A similar phenomenon with
respect to the load as seen on a LAN is described in
[5, 6], where the authors discuss LAN workload char-
acterization. Hence a variety of studies are conducted
with varying burstiness (AF, BS and q). We present
our results in two subsections. Subsection 4.1 discusses
switch-based measures for a 16x16 switch. Subsection
4.2 examines CLP and distribution of consecutive cell
losses for a tagged port with homogeneous sources. We
use an 8-input switch for this analysis due to the in-
creased complexity when tagging a speci�c input.

4.1 Switch based measures

Roles of concentrator and output queue with
steady and bursty input tra�c Figures 4 and 5
display CLPs at the concentrator, output queue and
switch with steady and bursty tra�c, respectively. In
the bursty input case, the AFs are varied from 0.27 to
0.81 to vary �. BS was set to 8 and q to 0.07. Observe
that the concentrator rather than the output queue con-
tributes signi�cantly to the CLP up to � = 0:8 in Figure
4, while the roles reverse based on AF and L in Figure
5 (with bursty tra�c). In the bursty case, with small
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Figure 5: E�ect of concentrator size on CLP with bursty
tra�c

AFs, the concentrator knocks out the clusters before
they reach the output queue, becoming the bottleneck
(in Figure 5 for L=4, AF � 0:55 and � < 0:7). However
with higher AFs, the burstiness decreases, and hence
the same concentrator size no longer knocks o� a sig-
ni�cant number of cells causing the output queue to
become the bottleneck (L=4, AF > 0:55 and � � 0:7).
With a larger concentrator size (L � 6), the concen-
trator itself knocks out few cells at all AFs, thus not
contributing signi�cantly to CLP.

E�ect of AF on CLP Figure 6 demonstrates the
e�ect of AF on CLP. The AF is varied from 0.2-0.8
with BS �xed (8) and three �'s (0.3, 0.5 and 0.8) to
provide the e�ect of multiplexing di�erent types and
numbers of sources. The �gure indicates a rapid de-
terioration in CLP with increasing burstiness, despite
a �xed average load. However, observe that low AFs
do not always imply poor CLP, since low AFs with low
loads are not as detrimental as low AFs and high loads.
This suggests the need for e�cient policing and CAC
techniques, which take into account di�ering AF-load
pairs and react appropriately, rather than police and
admit on AF or load alone. (A similar result is ob-
served when the mean ON times were varied from 48
to 2048 cells with a �xed average load �, to study the
e�ect of varying congestion levels. The �gures have not
been included due to space limitations.)

E�ect of bu�er size Figure 7 displays the e�ect of
bu�er sizing on CLP illustrating the signi�cance of AFs
while investing in bu�ers to improve CLP and QoS. �
is �xed at 0.8 and BS at 8, and three AFs (0.8, 0.5
and 0.3) are used. While CLP improvement by increas-
ing bu�er size is fairly good for high AFs (0.8), it is
not signi�cant with lower AFs (0.3) which exhibit a
fairly steep slope, despite the same average load. (The
trends at lower average loads, which are not included
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Figure 6: E�ect of increasing AF on CLP
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Figure 7: E�ect of bu�er size on CLP with bursty tra�c

due to space constraints, follow their higher load coun-
terparts.) This indicates the necessity for combining
prioritized discarding and congestion control strategies
along with bu�er sizing to guarantee acceptable QoS
with bursty tra�c, especially critical with low AFs and
medium to high loads.

4.2 Tagged input based measures
E�ect of AF and Eactive on the distribution
of consecutive cell losses The e�ect of burstiness
(both varying AFs and mean ON times) with a �xed av-
erage load on the distribution of consecutive cell losses
is shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. In Figure 8,
BS is �xed at 8 and the AF in Figure 9 is �xed at 0.3.
� in both cases is 0.8.

While increasing burstiness in both cases produces
longer consecutive loss lengths, observe that the e�ect
of decreasing AFs is more signi�cant than increasing
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Figure 8: E�ect of AF on distribution of consecutive
cell losses of a tagged port

BS. Further, the slopes with lower AFs become much
steeper than those with higher AFs, leading to widely
di�ering values for the consecutive loss lengths in Figure
8. While consecutive cell losses of length � 5 have fairly
small probabilities (� 10�4 for AFs > 0:4), they change
signi�cantly for low AFs (� 0:4). These curves there-
fore highlight the severity of burstiness arising from
small AFs despite a �xed average load.

E�ect of bu�er size on the distribution of con-
secutive cell losses Figure 10 displays the e�ect of
larger bu�ers with a �xed � (0.8), �xed BS (8) and
three AFs (0.8,0.5 and 0.3). Observe that the size of
the bu�ers does not inuence the distribution of con-
secutive cell losses. This is since once the bu�er is full,
losses occur until the bu�er is no longer full, regardless
of its absolute size. What bigger bu�ers imply is that
the onset of congestion, so to speak, is delayed, thus em-
phasizing on e�cient discarding strategies rather than
bu�er sizing alone to improve loss behavior.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper makes two contributions.

First, we illustrate the appropriateness of stochastic
activity network models for analytically predicting the
performance ATM switch designs. By representing the
o�ered workload and switch architectures as a stochas-
tic activity network, we were able to accurately char-
acterize its functioning and automatically generate a
Markov process representation of its behavior. The size
of the resulting Markov process makes them unreason-
able to generate by hand, but simple to generate and
solve, numerically, using existing SAN-based evaluation
software. The results show that it is indeed possible to
model realistic switch architectures and workloads as
SANs, and solve them, numerically, in reasonable time.

Second, we examine the distribution of consecutive
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Figure 9: E�ect of Eactive on distribution of consecutive
cell losses of a tagged port

cell losses for a speci�c port through the Knockout
switch, as well as the robustness of the Knockout mech-
anism for a wide range of burst parameters. This pro-
vides useful information to switch designers, as well as
about performance at a tagged input.
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